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Abstract 
The Strict Avalanche Criterion (SAC) for functions f : 7?~ ~ ~2 was introduced by Webster 
and Tavares in 1986 [4] in a study of cryptographic design criteria. A function is said to satisfy 
the SAC if complementing any input bit changes the output bit with probability one half. In 
[3], O'Connor gave bounds for the number of functions satisfying the SAC. This study was 
continued in [1,2,5], motivated partially by a conjecture presented by Cusick in [1] conceming 
the asymptotic behavior of the number of functions satisfying the SAC. We present a lower 
bound on the number of such functions, and as a consequence disprove the limit conjectured by 
Cusick. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
The strict avalanche criterion (SAC) was introduced in [4] by Webster and Tavares 
in a study of design criteria for certain cryptographic functions, We denote by 7/2 = 
{0, 1} the field of two elements; we will write expa(b ) for a b. A function f '77~ ~ 7/2 
is said to satisfy the SAC if complementing any fixed input bit changes the output bit 
with probability one half. Formally, f satisfies the SAC if 
(--1)f(x)+f(x+e')=O for i=1  . . . . .  n, 
xcZ~ 
where ei is the ith standard basis vector. 
Let Sn be the number of functions f :7 /~- - ,  772 satisfying the SAC, and let Ln = 
2-" logzSn. In [1], Cusick showed that l<~Ln<~l for all n and conjectured that 
l im~L,  exists and is in the set [½, 1). In [2,5], it was shown that L,~> 1 for all 
n. We show that limn~o~ L, = 1, proving the existence conjecture but disproving the 
limit conjectured by Cusick. 
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2. Results 
One can represent the elements of 7/~ as the vertices of the n-dimensional hypercube, 
so that a function f : 2v~ ~ Z2 is simply a Z2-1abeling of the vertices of the hypercube. 
Given a 72-valued function f0 on the vertices, we obtain a function f l  on the edges 
of the hypercube whose value on each edge is the sum of the values on its endpoints. 
Thus, if the two vertices adjacent o an edge take the same value under f0, then fl  
evaluated at that edge is 0; otherwise the value is 1. There are n sets of 2 ~-l parallel 
edges in the hypercube; it is easy to see that a function f0 satisfies the SAC if and 
only if for each such collection of parallel edges, exactly 2 n-2 of them take the value 
0 under f l .  
However, given a 7/2-valued function on the edges of the n-cube, it need not be 
induced by any vertex function. 
Lemma 1. A Z2-valued function fl  on the edges of the n-cube arises from some 
vertex function if and only if for every face F of the hypercube, f l (e )= 1 for an 
even number of the edges e forming the boundary of F. 
Proofi We represent the hypercube as the set D n = [0, 1]" C ~n, and the vertices, edges, 
faces, and higher-dimensional cells as forming a cell decomposition of D ~. Then the 
7/2-cochain vector spaces C °, C l, and C 2 corresponding to this decomposition are, 
respectively, the Z2-valued functions on the vertices, edges, and faces. Furthermore, 
the coboundary map 6° :C°~ C I maps a vertex function to the edge function whose 
value on any edge is the sum of the values of its endpoints, and the coboundary map 
61:C l ~ C 2 maps an edge function to the function on faces which maps each face to 
the sum of the edges on its boundary. Thus, the coboundary space B l consists exactly 
of the edge functions which arise from vertex functions, and the cocycle space Z l 
consists exactly of those functions fl  such that for any face F having boundary edges 
el, e2, e3, and e4, f l (e l )  q- fl(e2) + fl(e3) q- f l (e4)~0 in Z2, i.e. f l (e i )= 1 for an 
even number of the ei, 1 ~< i ~<4. However, since D n is contractible, H1(D"; Z2)---0, so 
B 1 =Z x. [] 
Notice also that if an edge function arises from some vertex function, then it arises 
from exactly two vertex functions, for defining the function arbitrarily on any one 
vertex uniquely determines the rest of the values. 
We now have two relatively simple conditions on edge functions (the SAC and 
the condition that the sum around the boundary of any face is 0 in Z2), and we 
would like to count the number of functions satisfying both of them. We denote 
by gn the set of all edge functions, by 5~ the set of edge functions satisfying the 
SAC that is, the functions taking the value 1 on exactly 2 n-2 of the 2 n -1  edges in 
each parallel collection, and by ~0n the set of edge functions which arise from vertex 
functions. 
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Theorem 1. For n sufficiently large, 
#(~ n q,.) #(.%) 
> - -  (1) 
#(,~.) #(4)  
Proof. We fix n, and will henceforth denote o~n, ~,  and q~n by g, 5 ~, and ~b, respec- 
tively. We begin by ordering the faces of the hypercube in the following manner: there 
are (2) sets of 2 n-2 parallel faces, each collection corresponding to a choice of two 
sets of parallel edges, or, equivalently, two axes of the Euclidean space N" in which 
the hypercube sits. We give these axes the standard ordering (that is, we assume that 
some ordered orthonormal basis has been chosen) and order the two-element subsets 
of {1 .... , n} lexicographically, where the two elements are written in decreasing order; 
that is, {il,jl}-< {/2,j2} if max{ibj l}< max{i2,j2} or max{h,jl} = max{i2,j2} and 
min{h,j l} < min{i2,j2}. The first criterion that the ordering on faces must satisfy is 
that if F1 and F2 are two faces parallel to the sets of axes {il,jl } and {i2,j2} and if 
{il,jl }-< {i2,j2} then F1-<F2. This amounts to an ordering of the (2) collections of 
2 ~-2 parallel faces. We also impose a condition on the ordering within any of these 
collections. Fix some such collection f f  of faces, parallel to the axes i and j with 
i >j .  Then all the faces parallel to the axes of the form i' and j '  with i ' , f  <i form 
2 ~-i+l disjoint hypercubes of dimension i -  1. Then each face in f f  intersects exactly 
two of these hypercubes in one edge; furthermore the same edge is intersected in each 
of the hypercubes, and this edge is parallel to the jth axis. Thus, an element of J 
is determined by a pair of i -  1-cubes and a choice of one edge in the i -  1-cube 
parallel to the jth axis. We order the 2 i-2 edges of the ( i -  1 )-cube parallel to axis 
j in any way, and we assign an arbitrary order to the pairs of hypercubes. We order 
in such a way that the mth face corresponds to the Vm/2n-ilth edge and the moth 
pair of hypercubes where m0 is the unique integer in the interval [1,2 n-i] congruent to 
m modulo 2 "-i, and Ix] denotes the smallest integer not less than x. This completely 
determines the ordering on faces. 
We will let Fk denote the kth face in this ordering, and 
k 
i=1 
so that Ek consists of all the edges bounding the faces Fi,...,Fk. We let ~ denote 
the edge functions f such that for all i ~< k, the sum of f around the boundary of F/ 
is zero, so that ~(~) z'-2 = • and 4 ° = g. Let ~k = ~k A ~.  We will show that for n 
sufficiently large, 
#(~¢ '2''-::) #(,5,a) 
#(4~2,,_:) > #(g) (2) 
and that for k/>2 n-2, 
#(SPk+l) #(5~k) 
#(4~k+~) > #(45k~ (3) 
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so that for n large enough, 
#(~ I'l ~)  #(~5°(;)2"-2) _ #(~ 2'-2 ) #(~' )  
# > - -  
#( to ) #(g)  
We now consider the set Ek+l. Certainly, Ek+l =Ek U OFk+l. We claim that Ek+l\E k 
can only be one of three different sets: OFk+l, tWO parallel ines of OFk+~, or O. Indeed, 
let m = 2 n-2 [k/2n-2j, where [xJ denotes the greatest integer not exceeding x, be the 
greatest multiple of 2 n-2 not exceeding k. Then, 3Fk+I A Ek = ~Fk+l N Era, for Ek\E,n 
consists of boundaries of planes parallel to and distinct from Fk+l, which therefore do 
not intersect OFk+l. Furthermore, if any edge is in Era, then so are all the edges parallel 
to it, so the assertion holds. Also, Ek+j\Ek=OFk+l if and only if l~<k~<2 n-z -  I. 
Indeed, if 1 <k<~2 n-2, then Ek consists of faces parallel to Fk+l and thus does not 
intersect Fk+l. Furthermore, if k>-2 n-z, then Fk+l is parallel to the axes i and j, where 
{i, j}# {1,2}. This means that Ek contains the boundaries of all the faces parallel to 
the axes min{i,j} and max{i,j} - 1 (or, if [ i -  j[ = 1, Ek contains the boundaries of 
all the faces parallel to the axes min{i,j} - 1 and max{i,j}) and therefore contains 
the edges of 0Fk+I parallel to the axis min{i,j}. Notice also that, similarly, Ek+l =Ek 
if and only if I ~ {i,j} where Fk+l is parallel to the axes i and j. 
Therefore, to prove (2), we must count the edge functions which are in 5 ~ and 
which, for the entire collection of 2 n-2 parallel faces parallel to the first two axes, take 
the value 1 an even number of times on the boundary of each of those faces. First of 
all, since the values of our functions on the (n -2 )2  "-1 edges which are not parallel to 
the first two axes are arbitrary, we need only count functions on the edges parallel to 
the first two axes (that is, functions on E2,,-2) and satisfying the conditions, and then 
multiply by the number of ways of extending each such function to a function on all 
the edges satisfying the SAC. Since extending such a function amounts to defining the 
- 2"- I .n--2 
function on n -2  of the collections of parallel edges, we must multiply by (2,,_5) . 
Now, on any given square, the evenness condition can be satisfied in one of eight 
ways: either all four edges take the value 1, all four edges take the value 0, two 
adjacent edges take the value 1 (this can happen in four ways, each being a rotation of 
another), or two parallel edges take the value ! (this can happen in two ways). Thus, 
#(~2"-2)=exp2((n-  2)2~-l)exp8(2~-2); the first number is the number of ways to 
assign values to the other (n -  2)2 "-1 edges, and the second number is the number of 
ways to assign one of the eight possible values to each of the 2 "-2 parallel faces. Now, 
in order to count #(5P2"-2), we must determine which of the exP8(2 n-2) functions we 
have satisfy the SAC in those two directions. Suppose a function f:E2,,-:--~ 2~_2 has 
four zeroes on a of the faces, four ones on b of the faces, zeroes only on the edges 
parallel to axis 1 on cl faces, zeroes only on the edges parallel to axis 2 on c2 faces, 
and the other four possibilities d~, d2, d3, and d4 times, respectively. Since, of these 
2" edges, certainly half of them must take the value zero, and only the faces which are 
all zero or all one upset this balance, we must have a = b. Thus, among the edges not 
counted by cl and c2, half along each axis take the value zero, and the other half take 
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the value one. Hence, in order for the SAC to hold, we must have c I = C 2. Furthermore, 
the conditions a= b, cl = c2 are clearly sufficient for f to satisfy the SAC along axes 
1 and 2. This allows us to count the functions atisfying the SAC: 
#(~ 2"-2 ) 2"-3 
,n-2 - Z #{functions f with a + b + c, + c2 = 2i}. 
G '2 ) i=0 
Since the 2 n-2 - 2i remaining faces can be placed anywhere and chosen from any of 
the di, this gives 
# (W2"-2) (}:',~ '  2"-3 \ (2n -2)  2i ,.-2 = E exp4(2 "-2 -- 2i)#{distributions of the 2i other faces}. 
) i=0 
Since we must have O<~a=b<.i, and cl =c2 = i -  a, and each of these sets may be 
distributed in any way among the remaining 2i faces, we have 
2" - 3 i 
~ (~5P2"-2)2 ''-t ~ ( 2n-2 "x i / (2i)(2a)(gi--2aa)ga i ..-2 -- Z ) exp4(2"-2 -- 2i) Z 
2,,-2 i= 1 a=0 
2"-3 (2n_2)  i 
= Z 2i exP4(2"-2 - 2 i )Z  (2i)!(2a)!(2i - 2a)! 
i=0 a=0 (2a)!(-~ 7 ~)2-~ C a)!)2 
2"-3( 2"-2"x/ + ( ) (~)22 i  
=E 2i J exp4(2"-2 - 2i) z--~ 
i=0 a=0 i 
2"-3( 2n-2\ (2/) 2 " 
= ~ 2i ) exp4(2"-2 - 2i) 
i=0 
But in [1], it was shown that (2/) 2 >~24i-2/i, so this sum is greater than or equal to 
~12 _(2n-2) .... 2"-3 ( ) 
i=o i k. 2i exp4(2"-2 - 1)=exP2(2"-I - 2 )Z  li 2n-22i 
i=0 
which in [1] was shown to be greater than or equal to 
2 exp2(2n-2 + 1) exP2(3 • 2 n-2 - 1) 
expz(2n-1 - ) 2-g~-2"+ 1 - -  2n -2+ l 
Thus, 
[ 2°-1 exp2L3:2°-2_- l) 
#('st'Z"-:)>/ ~2n_2 ] 2n_2+ 1 
g2"-' ~" Similarly, #(59 °) =~ 2,_2/, and, obviously, #(g)= exp2(n- 2 a-I ). Thus, we must show 
2,,_1 ; - -2 [2,,_ t (2._ 2 expa(3'2" 2--1) 
2"-2+1 ~ \ 2,,-2 
exp2((n - 2)2n-1)exp2(3 • 2.-2) exP2(n • 2 .-1)'  
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which is equivalent to 
2"- I l (2,,_2) 2 (2n- lT )  2 
2(2 n-2 + 1 ) ~> exp2(2n) -- (2n-2!)4exp2(2 n)"
But, by Stirling's formula m! ~ ~(m/e)  m, where we use the notation f (n )~ g(n) 
to denote f(n)/9(n)---+ 1, the right side is asymptotic to 
2n2 n- z (2"- 1/e)2" exp2 (2") 1 
4rc222n-4(2n-2/e)2"exp2(2n) 2Zt2n-3exP2(2n) 7Z2 "-2 
SO we have shown that 
#(ae2,,-2)/#(~2,, ) 
l iminf #(~) /#(e)  >~ 2" 
Thus, (2) holds for n sufficiently large. 
We treat the two remaining cases (E~+I\Ek = ~ and Ek+l \Ek consists of two parallel 
edges) separately in the proof of (3). First, we consider the case of the two parallel 
lines, el and e2; we denote the other two edges of ~3Fk+1 by e3 and e4. Suppose first that 
Ek contains no edges parallel to these two parallel ines, that is, that k is a multiple of 
2 "-2. Let m = n- (k /2" -2 )  - 1. As before, we need only consider functions on the edges 
in Ek and all of the edges parallel to el, for our functions can be defined arbitrarily on 
the rest of the edges. We denote by el I the set of all edges parallel to el. In order for an 
edge function to be in (pk, it must satisfy certain conditions on Ek; in order for it to be 
in ~k+J, it must be in qr¢ and also must take the value 1 an even number of times on 
4 {ei}i=l. That is, 4r ~ consists of a certain class of functions on Ek extended arbitrarily 
to all the edges, and (/)k+l consists of those functions extended arbitrarily, except hat 
they are subject to the condition that if the function takes the same (resp. different) 
value on e3 and e4, then it must take the same (resp. different) value on el and e> 
Thus, exactly half of the extensions of a function on Ek to a function in 4~ ¢ are in 
(b k+l, so #(4 'k) = 2#((/~+l ), and we must show that #(Sek)/#(~ k+~ )~<2. Let A denote 
the set of functions on Ek which take the same value on e3 and e4, satisfy the SAC for 
all of the sets of parallel edges contained in Ek, and which take the value 1 an even 
number of times on any face Fi with i ~< k, and let B denote the set of such functions 
which take different values on e3 and e4. Let a=#(A)  and b=#(B) .  Clearly, #(5 ak) 
is equal to the number of functions on Ek tO el I satisfying certain appropriate conditions 
[2',-I,i m 
multiplied by ~2,,-: J , and the cardinality of ~9 ~k+l is equal to the number of functions 
on Ek tO el I satisfying stronger conditions multiplied by (~',i-i)m, so in considering the 
quotient, we may ignore the binomial coefficient. 
Now, the functions in A, in order to be extended to Sf k+l, must be given the same 
value ~ on el and e2, and of the other 2 " -1 -2  edges in el I, 2" -2 -2  must take the value 
~, and the other 2 "-2 must take the value ~ + 1. Similarly, for the functions in B, el 
and e2 must be given two different values, and exactly half of the other 2 n-2 - -2  edges 
must take each value. Since there are two choices of c~ in the first case, and two ways 
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of assigning different values to el and e2 in the second case, the number of functions 
on Ek tO el L which can be extended to members of 5 :k + J is 2a ~ 2,,--'-2 :( " ' 2 ] + ~-~ 2,,--~-19t' ( 2" ' -2 ).
Also, since in order to extend any function in A or B to an element of 5 :k, only 
the condition that each collection of parallel edges takes the value 1 the appropriate 
number of times must be considered, the number of functions on Ek t3 el I which can 
be extended to members of ,~  is 
(a + b) (2  "- I  ( 2n-1 2"-~ _ 
Thus, showing that #(5 :k) ~<2#(owk+l) is equivalent to showing 
(2" - '  - + 2b(2"-12 [ (2" - ' -  (2" - '  
which is true if and only if b ~>a. 
Thus, we must show that for at least half of the functions 9:Ek ~ 7/2 satisfying 
9(e3) =0,  we have 9(e4)= 1. Now, Ek is simply a collection of identical hypercubes, 
by our assumptions on k, and certainly neither the SAC condition nor the condition 
of taking the value 1 an even number of times on faces contained in E, is affected 
by either permuting the hypercubes or reflecting about any hyperplane within any hy- 
percube. Thus, by performing these operations on all the hypercubes not containing 
e3, we can move any edge parallel to e3 but in a different hypercube into the posi- 
tion of e4. However, certainly among all functions 9 with .q(e3)=0, the majority have 
the property that 9 takes the value 0 more often than 1 on the edges parallel to e3 
within the hypercube containing e3, so 9 takes the value 1 more often on the edges 
parallel to e3 but in different hypercubes. Since any of these edges can be moved 
into the place of e4, it means that g(e4)= 1 for the majority of such 9, and we are 
done. 
We now are ready to treat the general case, i.e., to remove the assumption that k 
is a multiple of 2 n-2. Recall that m = 2 n-2 Lk/2"-2] is the greatest multiple of 2 n-2 
not exceeding k. As before, let A denote the set of all functions on Em taking the 
same value on e3 and e4, which satisfy the SAC condition on all the sets of parallel 
edges contained in Era, and which take the value 1 an even number of times on 
any face Ft with i~rn; let B denote the set of such functions which take different 
values on e3 and e4. Again letting a=#(A)  and b=#(B) ,  we still have b~a,  and 
#(¢b k) = 2#(q ~k+l ). We compute the number of ways of extending these functions on 
E m to functions on E m L)el L which, in turn, can be extended to members of 5: k and 
5 :k+l, respectively. First, let 9 c B. Suppose Ek+l\Em consists of j pairs of edges, and 
that of the j - 1 pairs not intersecting Fk+l, l have the property that 9 must take the 
same value on the two edges in order to be extendable to an element of 5 :k. Then, 
in defining 9 on el t, we must choose how many of those pairs are assigned the value 
zero. Once we have done this, in order to make g extendable to 5~k, we must make 
l - 2i 4- 2 n-2 -- j 4- 1 of the rest of the edges zero, where i is the number of pairs in 
Lt/2J 
i=0 
or  
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the first j -  1 to which we assigned the value zero. Thus, writing r=2 n-2 - j ,  we see 
that the number of such extensions i
l (5 ) (  2r+2 ) 2J-l-I 
Z r + l - 2i - 1 
i=0 
/ (I) [ ( 2r ) ( 2r ) ( 2r )] = 2J-l-I Z 2 + 
r+ l -2 i  r+ l -2 i -1  + r+ l -2 i+ l  
i=0 
z_.,l ( I) [( 2r ) ( 2r )] = 2 j-I XT' 
i=0 r + l - 2i + r+ l -2 i -1  
Now if instead, we had required that our function be extendable to5 :k+l, we would 
have been required to assign it different values on the two edges that form the jth pair, 
making the sum 
l 
i=0 r+ l -2 i  " (5) 
Similarly, if g is in A, the first sum does not change, but the second oes, since in 
order to make it extendable to an element of 5 :k+l, we must now define our function to 
have the same value on the two edges that make the jth pair. Thus, the sum becomes 
l C)  ( 2r ) 2J-1 (6) 
- -  r + l - 2 i  - 1 " 
i=0 
First of all, notice that for all l, the expression i  (5) is greater than or equal to the 
expression i (6). This is true if and only if 
2r 1 ) - ( r+ l -2 i+ ( i )  12(\r+l-2r 2 i ) - ( r+ l -2 i -  
ZLI/2J(1)( 2r ) (2 r+ l -2 i  r - l+2 i  ) 
>10. 
i=o r + l - 2i r - l+2 i+ l  r +l- -2- i7 1 
However, (I) is increasing in i on the interval under consideration, and the expression 
( 2r ) ( 2 r+ l -2 i  r - l+2 i  ) 
r+ l -2 i  r - - l+2 i+ l  r~- l - -2 i~ l  
is negative for O<~i<~x and positive for x<i<~ k~J for some x, so this inequality 
certainly holds if the corresponding inequality without (ti) holds. This is equivalent to 
showing that 
[l/2J ( 2 r )  ~(  2r ) 
r+ l - -2 i  >~ " (7) r+ l - -2 i - -1  
i=0 i=0 
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This is done by induction on l. The base case l=0 amounts to (Zr)~> (r2_rl) which is 
true. Going from the case 1 - 1 to the case 1 means adding 2 ( 2~ ~r+H to the left-hand side 
of the equation, and 
( 2r ) ( 2r )=2(  2r ) r2+12+r  
r+ l - I  + r+ l -1  \ r+ l  r2+2r - I  2 
to the right-hand side. Now, this fraction exceeds one if and only if l < x/7--4- 1. There- 
fore, for the first [v/r + lJ steps, more is added to the left-hand side than to the right, 
and for the rest, more is added to the right than to the left. Hence, if the formula fails 
to hold for any 1, then it fails for all l sufficiently large. But for 1 > r, the left side is 
the number of subsets of { 1,2 ..... 2r} whose size is congruent modulo 2 to r + l, and 
the right side is the number of subsets whose order is congruent modulo 2 to r + l + 1, 
and it is well known that these are equal. Thus, (7) holds, and therefore, for all l, (5) 
is greater than or equal to (6). 
Furthermore, similar combinatorial arguments how that the expressions in (5) and 
(6) are both decreasing in 1: bringing the coefficient 2j-z inside the sum, we can think 
of the expression as a sum of 2J binomial coefficients (2r), and as l increases, the 
number of k in any interval [ r -  j, r + j] decreases, and, hence, so does the sum. 
Now, we denote by al (resp. bt) the number of functions on E,, satisfying the 
conditions to be in A (resp. the B), and taking the same value on the two edges in l 
of the first j - 1 pairs. By the ordering of the faces, and the symmetry arguments used 
in showing that b>a, bffaz is increasing in l. But all we must show is that 
l ( I ) (  2r ) l ( I ) (  2r )~>0 (8) 
~--~ 2J-' Z r + l - 2i - Z gj-I ~ r + l - 2i -1  
,qCB i=0 ,qGA i=0 
where in these sums, l, j, and r all depend on 9. Let lo be the last l with bt >~al. 
Then the left-hand side of (8) can be broken into A1 + A2 q- A3 - A4, where 
10 1 ( : ) [ (  2r ) ( 2r ) ]  
AI = Z aI2J-I Z r + l - 2i - r + l - 2i - I ' 
/=0 i=0 
r+, l ( ; ) [ (  2r ) ( 2r )1 
&= ~ bY- I~  r+ l -2 i  - r+ l -2 i -1  ' 
l=lo+1 i=0 
and 
lo 1 
t=0 i=0 r + I - 2i 
r+, 2r ) 
A4= Z (at-bt)2J-'~--~. r+ l -2 i -1  " 
l=10+1 i=0 
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Since (5)~> (6), Al and A2 are both nonnegative. Furthermore, A3 -A4~>0, because 
10 r+ 1 b >~ a implies that ~-]t=0 (bt-at)1> Y]~t=t0+l (al-bt), and since (5) and (6) are increasing 
in l, for all Ii ~< 10 and 12 ~> 10 + 1, we have 
1, ( l ] ) (  2r ) ~> ~t2 ( l~) (  2r ) 
2J-II Z r + I i -  2i 2 J - l z - -  r + 12- 2 i -  1 " 
i=0 i=0 
This completes the case where Ek+l\Ek consists of two parallel edges. 
The last case, Ek =Ek+l, can be handled similarly. First, fix a pair of sets of edges, 
parallel to the axes i and j, where i > j  > 1. Then, instead of considering pairs of 
edges, we consider pairs of j-dimensional hypercubes; however, the situation is simpler 
because since Ek =Ek+l, we need not worry about 'extending functions'. Indeed, a 
function defined on Ek is defined not only on all of Ek+l, but also on all the edges 
parallel to an edge of Ek+l. By first assuming that k is a multiple of 2 n-2, we can 
write down a condition analogous to that of (4) (only instead of having two variables 
a and b, there will be 2J; there will also be no binomial coefficients, as explained 
above). For example, in the case j = 2, we have constants a, b, c, and d, where a is 
the number of functions in which all four edges in question take the same value; b 
is the number of functions in which opposite edges take the same value, but the two 
pairs take different values; c is the number of functions in which both pairs of opposite 
edges take different values; and d is the number of functions in which the value 1 is 
taken an odd number of times. Thus, Eq. (4) boils down to showing 2a+2b+4c >~ 8d, 
which follows, as Eq. (4), from the way in which we ordered the faces. Then, this is 
extended to the case of arbitrary k by introducing variables which perform the same 
function as 1 does in (5) and (6). For example, i f j  = 2 and k -4  is a multiple of 2 ~-2, 
then we need to introduce variables Ii, 12, /3, corresponding to the first three situations 
described above (i.e. the situations labeled a, b, and c). The details are carried out 
exactly as above and the proof of (3) is complete. [] 
This theorem gives us a strong lower bound on Sn. 
Theorem 2. l im~ L, = 1. 
Proof. Since each edge function in ~n corresponds to exactly two vertex functions, 
and since it is evidently impossible for exactly one of them to satisfy the SAC, we 
see that Sn = 2#(SPn ~b~). Similarly, #(~n) is half the number of vertex functions, or 
exP2(2 n- 1). Also, #(Se~) is the number of ways of choosing 2 ~-2 of the 2 ~-1 edges 
2.--I n 
in each of the n sets of parallel edges, that is, (2,,_2), and #(~)= exp2(n. 2 n-1 ). Thus, 
(1) implies 
2n--I~ ?/ ½s. (2,,-. 
exp2(2" - 1) exp2(n • 2"-1)" 
(9) 
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Once again using Stirling’s formula, we see that 
SO 
(2m)! &Gi(2m/e)2m 22m 
=-N =- 
(m!)2 27cm(mje)2m $iii 
Combining this with (9) gives 
T , exp,(2”) exp,(n .2”-’ - n2/2 + n) exp2(2” - n2/2 + n) 
Ill = p/2 exp,(n .2”-‘) r&2 
for some sequence G - S,,. Thus, 2? log, T, b 2+‘( - in log, rc + 2” - n2/2 + n) --7‘ 1 as 
n --+ zc. Since, for all E > 0, there exists an integer N such that for all n BN, S,JT* > 22”, 
L, > 2-” log, I;, - 2-“~, so lirnn__= L,, = 1. 0 
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